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Directions (1-5): Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below. 

 

Eight family members P,Q,R,S,T,U, V and W are seated in a straight line at an equal distance between 

each other, but not necessarily in the same order. There are three generation in the family. Some of 

them are facing north and some are facing south. R’s daughter is an immediate neighbour of one who 

is sitting at an extreme end of the line. Only three people sit between V and his wife. Q’s daughter sits 

second to the right of P’s brother-in-law. R’s granddaughter does not sit at an extreme end of the line. 

P’s mother sits on the immediate left of her son. R’s wife is not an immediate neighbour of T’s 

husband. The immediate neighbour of T’s brother faces opposite directions.(i.e. If one neighbour 

faces north then other faces south and vice versa.) The persons sitting at the extreme ends faces 

opposite directions.(i.e. If one person faces north then other faces south and vice versa.) W’s 

daughter-in-law sits second to the left of T’s father-in-law. U faces north. U is not an immediate 

neighbour of S’s aunt. The immediate neighbours of U faces same directions.(i.e. If one neighbour 

faces north then other also faces north and if one neighbour faces south then other also faces 

south).Both T and Q face a direction opposite to that of S.(i.e. If S  faces north then T and Q faces 

south and vice-versa.) T is the only daughter of R. W is female member and U is male member. 

 

Q1. As per the following arrangements, which of the following statements is not true with respect 

to P? 

(a) P faces south.  

(b) P is fourth to the right of Q. 

(c) P is 2nd to left of T. 

(d) P is between V and W. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q2. How many person sit on the left of Q ? 

(a) One  

(b) Two  

(c) Three 

(d) Four 

(e) None of these 

 

Q3. What is the position of S with respect to P ? 

(a) Immediate left 

(b) Third to left 

(c) Third to right 

(d) Fourth to left 

(e) None of these 
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Q4. Who among following is grand-mother of S? 

(a) T 

(b) S 

(c) W 

(d) R 

(e) None of these 

 

Q5 Four of the given five are alike in a certain way based on the given arrangement and hence 

form a group. Which of them does not belong to that group ? 

(a) R 

(b) S 

(c) P 

(d) U 

(e) V 

 

Directions (6-10): Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions. In a 

certain code language:-  

“will encourage them to” is written as “ S@X  M@U  N#F  T@U” 

“help advance the common” is written as “ W@I  X#B  T#U  M@D” 

“roll out the corporate” is written as “M@S  M#D  G#P  T#U” 

 

Q6. What is the code for “terrorism”? 

(a) W#U 

(b) W#V 

(c) W@U 

(d) X#U 

(e) None of these 

 

Q7. What is the code for “promoting”? 

(a) J#Q 

(b) J#B 

(c) J@Q 

(d) T#Q 

(e) None of these  

 

Q8. What is the code of ‘senior”? 

(a) W@V 

(b) W@T 

(c) W#T 

(d) X@T 

(e) None of these 
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Q9. Which will be the code for ‘relation’?  

(a) W@T 

(b) W@S 

(c) W#S 

(d) Y@S 

(e) None of these 

 

Q10. What is the code of ‘agenda’? 

(a) U@C 

(b) V@B 

(c) U@B 

(d) U#B  

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (11-15): Each of the questions below consists of a question and two statements 

numbered I and II given below it. You have to decide whether the data provided in the statements 

are sufficient to answer the question. Read both the statements and given answer 

(a) if the data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II 

alone are not sufficient to answer the question. 

(b) if the data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I 

alone are not sufficient to answer the question. 

(c) if the data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question. 

(d) if the data given in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question. 

(e) if the data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question. 

 

Q11. Office X is in which direction with respect to Office Y? 

I. X is to the east of Z, which is to the north of Y. 

II. W is to the east of Y and to the south of X. 

 

Q12. How is L related to N? 

I. K is daughter of L, and N is daughter of M. 

II. K is mother of N, who is sister of O. 

 

Q13. Who among P, Q, R, S and T stood first in a class test? 

I. Q is in the middle from either side and S is at the bottom. 

II. P, Q and T are immediate neighbours if they are made to sit according to their ranks. 

 

Q14. What is the code for ‘run’ in a certain code language? 

I. In that code language ‘ram run too fast’ is written as ‘po he ch to’. 

II. In that code language ‘he can run very fast’ is written as ‘ha ni he ma po’. 
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Q15. Among Sonu, Rajeev, Golu, Ranjit, Amit and Mithilesh, who is on the immediate left of 

Golu? 

I. Golu is sitting between Sonu and Amit, who is on the extreme right. 

II. Golu is third to the right of Mithilesh and second to the left of Ranjit. 

 

Directions (16-17): Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given 

below.  

In a study of the five brands of mobile C, P, A, G and B the brands were tested and ranked against 

expensiveness. The following results were obtained. 

(i) P and G were equally expensive. 

(ii) B was the least expensive brand among them. 

(iii) C was less expensive than P. 

(iv) G was less expensive than A. 

(v) The expensiveness of A was more than that of P. 

 

Q16. If the above statements are true, which of the following must also be true? 

(a) A was the most expensive among them 

(b) C was more expensive than A 

(c) G was somewhere in the middle when they were set in descending order in terms of 

expensiveness. 

(d) C was the most expensive among them  

(e) None of the above 

 

Q17. If a sixth brand F is tested and found to be more expensive that A, then which of the 

following must be true if the findings of the study are correct? 

(a) At most three of the six brands are less expensive than F 

(b) F is the most expensive 

(c) P is more expensive than F 

(d) F is less expensive than C 

(e) None of the above 

 

Q18. A + B means A is son of B; A – B means A is wife of B; A × B means A is brother of B; A ÷ B 

means A is mother of B and A = B means A is the sister of B then what does P + R – Q means? 

(a) Q is the brother of P 

(b) Q is the son of P 

(c) Q is the uncle of P 

(d) Q is the father of P  

(e) None of these 
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Q19. Surubhi walks 20 km north. Then she turns right and walks 30 km. Then she turns right 

again and walks 35km. Then she turns left and walks 15 km. Then she again turns left and walks 

15 km. In which direction and how many km away is she from his original position? 

(a) 15 km, West 

(b) 30 km, East 

(c) 30 km, West 

(d) 55 km, East 

(e) 45 km, East 

 
Q20. Romil starts walking towards East. After walking 35 m, he 

turns to his right and walks another 40 m. He then turns right 

again and walks another 35 m. Finally, he turns right and walks 

20 m. In which direction and how far is he from the starting 

point? 

(a) 20 m, North 

(b) 35 m, South 

(c) 35 m, North 

(d) 20 m, South  

(e) None of these 

 
Directions (21-25): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given 

below.  

 

There are ten students are sitting in twelve seats in two parallel rows containing five students on 

each, in such a way that there is an equal distance between adjacent students. In row 1, A, B, C, D and 

E are seated and all of them are facing south, and in row 2, P,Q, R, S and T are sitting and all of them 

are facing north. One seat is vacant in each row. Therefore, in the given seating arrangement each 

member seated in a row faces another member of the other row. All of them have a different favorite 

subject i.e. Hindi, English, Sanskrit, Urdu, Art, Math, Science, Economics, Biology and Physics.  

A sits second to left of one, whose favorite subject is Hindi. Either A or the one, whose favorite 

subject is Hindi, seats adjacent to the extreme end position. T sits one of the extreme ends of the row. 

There are three students sit between T and S, whose favorite subject is English. Immediate neighbor 

of T faces B. One of immediate neighbor of B faces R, whose favorite subject is Sanskrit. There are no 

vacant seats adjacent to R. C’s favorite subject  is Urdu and sits second to left of vacant seat. One of 

immediate neighbor of R is Q. Q’s favorite subject is Art. One of immediate neighbor of Q faces D. 

D’s favorite subject is Math. The one whose favorite subject is Science sits immediate left of the one 

whose favorite subject is Economics. The one whose favorite subject is Biology sits third to left of one 

whose favorite subject is Physics. 

 
Q21. Who among following sits on the extreme end of the row?  

(a) E,Q 

(b) B,P 

(c) B,S 

(d) D,P 

(e) None of these 
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Q22. Whose favorite subject is Physics?  

(a) P 

(b) R 

(c) Q 

(d) T 

(e) S 

 

Q23. Who among following sits second to left of T?  

(a) S 

(b) P 

(c) R 

(d) Q 

(e) None of these 

 

Q24. Who among following sits opposite to C?  

(a) P 

(b) Q 

(c) R 

(d) S 

(e) T 

 

Q25. Whose favorite subject is Science?  

(a) A 

(b) B 

(c) C 

(d) D 

(e) E 

 

Directions (26-30): Study the following information and answer the questions given below:  

 

There are seven persons, namely P, Q, R, S, T, U and V. They go to gym by different car namely Audi, 

Toyota, Tata, Ford, Nissan, Hyundai and Fiat, but not necessarily in the same order, starting from 

Monday to Sunday (of the same week). T goes to gym on Thursday.  Only one person goes to gym 

between T and the one who goes to gym by Nissan car. P goes to gym immediately after the one who 

goes to gym by Nissan car. Only three people go to gym between P and the one who goes to gym by 

Tata car. Only two people go to gym between the one who goes to gym by Tata car and U. The 

person, who goes to gym by Fiat car, goes to gym before U, but after Thursday. More than two 

people go to gym between the one who goes to gym by Fiat car and R. The one who goes to gym by 

Audi car goes to gym immediately before the one who goes to gym by Hyundai car. The one who 

goes to gym by Ford car goes to gym immediately before Q. V does not go to gym on Tuesday.  
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Q26. Who amongst the following goes to gym by Toyota car? 

(a) R  

(b) S  

(c) P  

(d) T  

(e) V  

 

Q27. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Which of the 

following does not belong to that group? 

(a) R-Tuesday 

(b) T-Monday  

(c) Q-Sunday  

(d) P-Friday  

(e) U-Saturday 

 

Q28. Which of the following is true about S? 

(a) S goes to gym immediately after R. 

(b) S goes to gym by Tata car.  

(c) Only two people go to gym between S and R.  

(d) All the given statements are true  

(e) S goes to gym on Sunday.  

 

Q29. T has which of the following car?  

(a) Tata   

(b) Audi  

(c) Hyundai 

(d) Ford 

 (e)Fiat  

 

Q30. As per the given arrangement Q is related to the one who 

goes to gym by Tata car in a certain way and P is related to the 

one who goes to gym by Fiat car , in the same way, U is 

related to? 

(a) The one who goes to gym by Toyota car.  

(b) The one who goes to gym by Ford car.  

(c) The one who goes to gym by Tata car. 

(d) The one who goes to gym by Audi car. 

(e) None of these. 
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Directions (31-35): In the questions below are given some conclusions followed by five set of 

statements. You have to choose the correct set of statements that logically satisfies given 

conclusions either definitely or possibly. Assume the given statements to be true even if they seem 

to be at variance from commonly known facts. 

 

Q31. Conclusions: Some light is not pink. No air is pink. 

Statements: 

(a) Some light is red. All red is green. No green is pink. Some pink is blue. All blue is air. 

(b) Some light is green. No green is red. Some red is blue. All blue is air. No pink is air. 

(c) Some light is pink. All pink is red. No red is green. All blue is green. No green is air. 

(d) Some light is air. All air is red. No red is pink. Some pink is green. All green is blue. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q32. Conclusions: Some note is not book. No cover is pen. 

Statements: 

(a) Some pen is cover. All cover is ink. No ink is mobile. Some mobile is note. All note is book. 

(b) Some pen is note. All note is cover. Some cover is ink. All ink is mobile. No mobile is book. 

(c) All note is mobile. Some note is cover. All cover is ink. No ink is book. All pen is book. 

(d) Some book is pen. All pen is mobile. No mobile is ink. Some ink is cover. All cover is note. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q33. Conclusions: Some air is not tree. No tree is green. 

Statements: 

(a) Some star is light. All light is air. No air is moon. Some moon is green. No green is tree. 

(b) Some star is green. No green is air. Some air is moon. All moon is light. No light is tree. 

(c) Some star is moon. No moon is air. Some air is light. All light is green. No green is tree. 

(d) Some star is tree. All tree is air. No air is moon. Some moon is green. No green is light. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q34. Conclusions: Some 20 is 60. Some 40 is 20. 

Statements: 

(a) All 10 is 60. Some 60 is 50. All 50 is 20. Some 20 is 30. All 30 is 40. 

(b) Some 10 is 60. All 60 is 50. Some 50 is 20. All 20 is 30. Some 30 is 40. 

(c) Some 10 is 40. All 40 is 20. Some 20 is 30. All 30 is 50. Some 50 is 60. 

(d) Some 10 is 60. All 60 is 50. Some 50 is 40. All 40 is 20. Some 20 is 30. 

(e) None of these 
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Q35. Conclusions: Some lion is mat. Some tiger is cat. 

Statements: 

(a) Some cat is lion. All lion is tiger. No tiger is mat. Some mat is dog. All dog is bat. 

(b) Some cat is bat. All bat is dog. No dog is mat. Some mat is tiger. All tiger is lion. 

(c) Some cat is lion. All lion is bat. No bat is mat. Some mat is dog. All dog is tiger. 

(d) Some cat is mat. All  mat is bat. No bat is lion. Some lion is dog. All dog is tiger. 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (36-40): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given 

below: 

 

There are eight employees S, T, U, V, W, X, Y and Z of a college working in three departments viz P, 

Q and R. Each of them has a different choice of subject, viz Hindi, English, Maths, Science, History, 

Sanskrit, Computer and Geography, but not necessarily in the same order. There are not more than 

three employees in any department. 

V likes Computer subject and does not work in department R. Z does not work in department Q and 

does not like either English or Science subject. W works in department Q and likes neither Hindi nor 

English subject. Y works in department P with only U, who likes Geography subject. S and X do not 

work in the same department as W. The one who likes Hindi subject works in department Q.The one 

who likes Maths subject works in department P.Those who work in department Q like neither 

Science nor History subject. X does not like English subject. 

 

Q36. Which of the following subjects does Z like? 

(a) Maths 

(b) History 

(c) Computer 

(d) Hindi 

(e) None of these 

 

Q37. Which of the following groups of employees works in department Q? 

(a) TVW 

(b) UVW 

(c) VWZ 

(d) TVS 

(e) None of these 

 

Q38. Who among the following likes Sanskrit subject? 

(a) T 

(b) S 

(c) W 

(d) V 

(e) Can’t be determined 
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Q39. In which of the following departments does S work? 

(a) P  

(b) Q 

(c) R 

(d) Can’t be determined 

(e) None of these 

 

Q40. Which of the following combinations is true? 

(a) V – P – Geography  

(b) V – Q – Computer  

(c) T – R – History  

(d) All are true 

(e) None of these  
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